Chapter 3: The Battle of Arbela
Addenda Sheet as of Dec. 1, 2018

The Rules:

2.0 Components (correction): There are actually 30 Macedonian cards and 52 Persian cards in the game, not 31 and 51 as listed.

2.1.3 Reserve Area (clarification): While the battlefield diagram on page 2 depicts the Reserve area as seven distinct columns, the Reserve is actually one large one area that connects to all the other seven columns.

4.1.1 Rally and Deploy Phase (clarification): The second sentence of this rule should say: “Then he may place any number of units and/or Leaders from his Reserve into any sections of his Deployment row which have room for them (i.e., placing units in more than one section), up to the maximum stacking allowed (Section 4.3) for Sections in that row.”